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The client, Young
Presidents'
Organization
(YPO), an Americanbased worldwide
leadership community
of chief executives with
approximately 29,000
members in more than
130 countries, requested
a blog series of largely
financial and business
topics. Interviews done
via Zoom; writing in
American English.
Internal distribution of
content.

TACKLING THE “NEW NORMAL” IN FINANCIAL SERVICES
Unique Global Insights Offered at the 2020 YPO Financial Services
Roundtable
If you’re wondering how the financial world is going to change post world
“lockdown”, join us at YPO’s Financial Services Roundtable in September,
where the focus will be on significant economic developments and key
industry trends, led by event Co-Champions Patrick Ryan (YPO New
Jersey) and Michael Warszawski (YPO Manhattan Gold).
Patrick (Pat) Ryan, President and Chief Executive Officer at First Bank in
New Jersey for the last seven years, understands the value of leveraging
the skills of his team, “I’ve learned that to build and grow a company, you
need great people around you. No one can do it alone.” And that is why
he invites you to sign up for two days of networking, challenging debate
and inspiration on subjects including leadership opportunities,
customer-client needs and solutions, cutting-edge applications of
technology and research, and financial markets trends and prospects.
With a background in community banking and an MBA from the Tuck
School of Business in Dartmouth, Patrick has been in the industry for
around two decades and yet he’s still learning and growing through his
YPO membership, both personally and in terms of his business acumen.
“The current environment is proving to be great example of why YPO
membership is so valuable. I’m learning from my forum mates and
banking subnetwork connections on a daily basis. I’m also personally
benefitting from the close relationships and connections that help all of
us get through these difficult times. YPO is a great reminder that you’re
not alone, and there are people ready, willing and able to help.”
While this complex and uncertain climate looms over us in every sector
of the economy, the next 20 years will have many challenges but also
many opportunities in financial services and community banking in
particular. The greatest of these, Patrick says, “will be finding ways to
leverage technology to improve the customer experience without losing
or removing the personal relationships that make bankers, and banks, so
valuable.”
Says Patrick, “I’ve been in a ‘mini-forum’ with other community bankers
for several years. This has become an incredibly close group that
provides tremendous value relating specifically to my industry. This is a
benefit I never anticipated from YPO but has become one of the most
valuable parts of my YPO experience. I am also meeting some amazing
people as I get more involved with the Financial Services Network overall.
I am really looking forward to learning from the group as I get more
involved with the FSN.”
So what will members gain by joining the Financial Services Community
Forum this September? “This is a really interesting question given the
current state of affairs,” Pat muses. “Initially, our programme was planned
to help tackle the ‘normal’ challenges we all faced prior to COVID 19.” But
in the “new normal” he, and other presenters, will be focused on
updating and tailoring their material to meet the needs of YPO’s
members in this new and evolving environment.
With the world in constant flux, we strongly recommend you sign up for
our September Roundtable and access the minds of some of the world’s
most capable leaders in financial services today.
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Game-changing technology
Cell phones unlock financial possibilities across Latin America
Rodrigo Ferraz, Engagement Officer of YPO Gold São Paulo and FSN
Regional Champion – LATAM, has been involved in a variety of
investments. The latest, he explains is a health drink similar to
kombucha, which boosts immunity and has a patent for fibre that
increases its stability and shelf life. In one market it’s called Fitality, which
seems to describe in some ways, Ferraz’s outlook: adaptable, vital and fit.
Ferraz is especially enthused by trends in the Latin American economy
right now, especially when it comes to the widespread use of cell phones
and associated online technology. With approximately two cell phones
per capita, the proliferation of mobile technology has encouraged a new
way of banking, investing and communicating.
“Certainly online payment and access to payment services is material for
a county like Brazil, with a large area and poor people, with limited
access to bank branches. Brazil has developed some leading
technologies and online banks such as Nubank, and investment
platforms like XP Investments are a great success.” In the uncertain times
of COVID-19 has brought about great uncertainty and spreading
information has been key, mainly through WhatsApp, which is very
popular in Brazil. The downside, however, is that fake news can be
spread equally quickly.
The dissemination of fake news is concerning; however, it must be
weighed against the many advantages that mobile technologies provide.
The proliferation of cellular technology is drawing in 40 per cent of the
population who did not previously have access to banking. Ferraz
explains that there is a new online and immediate payment system
named PIX, which its website describes as allowing “24/7 transactions in
real-time between different institutions without the need for
intermediaries such as card schemes, acquirers, or issuers”. Says Ferraz,
“online systems allow for better tracking of funds and reduce the
chances of money laundering.”
Ferraz has experienced quite a journey getting to where he is now. In
2011, he founded his own company KR Capital, an alternative investment
boutique based in São Paulo. He has seen technological changes affect
his venture capital and private equity investments in a variety of ways.
Wibx, for example, is a “digital marketing company, that has issued utility
tokens”, which rewards individuals with cryptocurrency in exchange for
digital engagement initiatives. These tokens can even be traded for wine
or groceries, which Ferraz explains with contagious enthusiasm. He
believes “…the current climate in financial services is very exciting…The
number of people investing in the local stock exchange (B3) is growing
exponentially, mainly due to the facility of access to buy and sell shares,
options and so on through apps.” Indeed the financial services industry is
shifting forever with technologies such as blockchain. “With AI and
machine learning, the investment world is in constant and fast evolution.”
As can be shown by his latest health drink venture, Ferraz keeps an open
mind to new forms of investment and trending opportunities in Brazil
and Latin America. Opportunities abound and as he explains, new
fintechs are changing the environment and will help to solve several
problems, mainly in countries like Brazil.
The future in Latin America is bright and full of possibilities. And as
Regional Champion of LATAM for the Financial Services Network, Ferraz
will keep abreast of Network-related activities and educational content
offered specifically in this region. So if you have something to share
regarding the LATAM region or you want to be involved, please contact
Rodrigo Ferraz.
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TURNING THREATS INTO OPPORTUNITIES
Donato Pinto promotes proactive engagement in YPO initiatives

According to Donato Pinto, a managing partner at Pacemakers.io and
assistant Engagement Officer of YPO’s Financial Services Network, with
finance having embraced digital change, the first phase of banking
transformation is largely complete. As incumbent banks are adopting
new technology, FinTechs are challenging them in their journey. As he
explains, “The following waves will require a new set of capabilities.” This
is why he believes that: “Collaboration between incumbents and
challengers is increasingly becoming the preferred option.”
Collaboration is also a big part of the YPO ethos, something which Pinto
aims to promote in his assistant Engagement Officer appointment. “My
role is to ensure that all the proper strategy, activities and tools are in
place to increase engagement within the network’s regions outside the
Americas.” To do this he will coordinate closely with the FSN’s Chair,
Learning Officer, GCC officer and the Regional chairs.
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Clicks, a leader in the
South African healthcare
market with over 600 instore pharmacies,
requested content for its
online Health Hub on
topics ranging from gut
health to suncare and
protection.

TOPIC: Mental health and the brain/gut connection
Byline: Paula Marais
Have you ever felt so nervous you’re sick to your stomach? Or spilled
your guts with guilt? And what about not being able to stomach an
annoying person you’ve just met? The link between the gut and the brain
is not just metaphorical – these saying have developed over time
pointing to the instinctive connection we all feel between our emotions
and our gastrointestinal tracts. Says Justin Sonnenberg, co-author of the
bestseller The Good Gut, “Our brain and gut are connected by an
extensive network of neurons and a highway of chemicals and
hormones that constantly provide feedback about how hungry we are,
whether or not we’re experiencing stress, or if we’ve ingested a diseasecausing microbe. This information superhighway is called the brain-gut
axis and it provides constant updates on the state of affairs at your two
ends.”
(https://www.scientificamerican.com/article/gut-feelings-thesecond-brain-in-our-gastrointestinal-systems-excerpt/)
The body’s second brain
The gut is often referred to the body’s second brain, which is also known
as the enteric nervous system (ENS). It’s made up of more than 100
million nerve cells lining the gastrointestinal tract from the oesophagus
to the rectum. (https://www.hopkinsmedicine.org/health/wellness-andprevention/the-brain-gut-connection)
Your gut and emotion
People have long connected the fact that our feelings affect our guts. Yet
more recently, according to Jay Pasricha, M.D., director of the Johns
Hopkins Center for Neurogastroenterology, it’s believed the
gastrointestinal tract may actually trigger emotions. So while it has been
thought anxiety and depression can cause illnesses such as irritable
bowel syndrome (IBS), bloating, tummy issues like constipation and
bloating and various other related pains, Pasricha explains there’s
evidence that an irritated gut may well be sending messages to the
central nervous system (CNS) and these signals are causing changes in
mood.
(https://www.hopkinsmedicine.org/health/wellness-andprevention/the-brain-gut-connection) Says Giulia Enders, author of Gut:
The Inside Story of Our Body’s Most Underrated Organ, “Anyone who
suffers from anxiety or depression should remember that an unhappy
gut can be the cause of an unhappy mind. Sometimes, the gut has a
perfect right to be unhappy, if it is dealing with an undetected food
intolerance, for example. We should not always blame depression on the
brain or on our life circumstances − there is much more to us than that.”
So what does this mean for your health?
When we know that the communication between our brains and guts go
both ways, there is a logical conclusion to draw: if we guard our
gastrointestinal health, we’ll also be assisting in our improved mental
health. And if we protect our brains we’ll help maintain our guts. On top
of this, as Enders comments “our gut brain possesses the same neural
receptors as the brain in our head.” So, treatments used will affect both
brains.
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Michele Wickham,
owner of Zebra Blue
and internationally
certified meta-coach
and neuro-semantic
modular trainer,
requested a series of
explainer videos for
various neurolinguistic
programming
concepts. This involved
writing the script and
designed the videos in
Biteable.

The explainer videos covered the following concepts:
The map is not the territory
Behind every behaviour lies a positive intent
People are better with choice than no choice
Energy flows where intention goes
There is no such thing as failure
We have the resources we need to succeed
The person with the most flexibility has the most influence.
Sample script
THE PERSON WITH THE MOST FLEXIBILITY HAS THE MOST
INFLUENCE.
Flexibility enables us to learn on the go, to form new opinions, receive
and incorporate feedback and adjust our course of action. If necessary,
we can start again too.
The more flexibility we have, the more choices we have. And the people
who have the most choices also have the most control, and therefore,
the most influence.
The key to life is trying as many doors as possible. Using as many
different approaches as it takes to solve a problem. If you only use one
program or strategy, you’ll be about as effective as a computer with a
missing password.
One way to solve problems is think about them differently. You won’t
achieve anything by trying the same solution over and over again. You’ll
solve it by being flexible enough to adapt, experiment or to try
something new.
However, how flexible we are depends on our willingness to modify or
change what is required.
To choose flexibility is to choose happiness. Because throughout life,
there will be things that are out of our control. And to be flexible in our
rules, the meaning we attach to things, and our actions will determine
our long-term failure or success.
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Rowan Gordon, CEO &
Director of the Nimble
Group, asked for the
project management,
editing and publishing of
his book, Simplified
Investing, aimed at new
investors. The
turnaround time was
three weeks. Paula wrote
the back blurb.
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MCapital Invest,
an authorised
financial service
provider, which
is is licensed to
offer short-term
and long-term,
investment, life
and health
products,
requested the
writing of
website copy for
https://www.mc
apitalinvest.co.
za/.
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Engen
Petroleum is a
South African
oil company
focusing on the
downstream
refined
petroleum
products market
and related
businesses.
Their brief was
to produce an
employee
guideline
document with
respect to
substance abuse.
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True Love
magazine
requested an
investigative
report on the
application of
Broad-Based
Black
Empowerment
(BBEEE)
within a South
African
business
context.
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and Agribusiness Partnership (AFAP), a
leading strategy and economic development
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To write and edit a newsletter to
discuss the impact of COVID-19 on
Burkina Faso's rural agribusinesses.
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MSW, a BEE
engineering
firm, requested
assistance with
the copywriting
for their website
(www.msw.za.co
m) and their
profile.
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The Star
newspaper,
based in
Johannesburg,
requested
imaginative
travel articles for
their weekly
travel profile.
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Marie Claire
magazine,
requested an
investigation into
gambling as an
addiction.
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Marie Claire
magazine,
requested an
investigation into
infertility.
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Runner's World
requested an
article on
ankylosing
spondylitis and
the Comrades.
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Cosmpolitan
requested an
article on
women's choice
of surnames.
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food-based article on travel in
Jordan.
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Bios Enterprises requested a
social media campaign directed
at students looking for
accommodation.

Facebook marketing
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A new whiskey called Erica
needed a start-up campaign. This
was the conceptual process of the
project.

Instagram
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Paula Marais
has written or
co-written the
following
books, as well as
chapters or
parts of several
others.
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Paula Marais has
edited the books
shown on this
page and many
others.
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Contact
PHONE:
+27 (0)72-633-7661
WEBSITE:
www.logogog.com
www.paulamarais.com
EMAIL:
paula@logogog.com

Thank you.

FACEBOOK:
facebook.com/PaulaJM
arais/
LINKEDIN:
linkedin.com/in/paula
-marais-7561375/
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